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Introduction

Section One

What’s the Problem?

1: Stuffed with information and starved for attention
The reason people aren’t engaged in your communication:
“A wealth of information creates a poverty of attention.”

More, more, more
Dead trees
Stop the madness
Attention dysfunction
The attention deficient bottom line
What has to change: The way you communicate

Insight 1: The novel vs. NASCAR

Section Two

A Compelling Strategy for Getting Attention

Focus on “you”
The key principle of getting and holding attention is to focus on the audience—to help audience members solve a problem, meet a need, answer a question that they have.

Get inspired by reading magazines
Putting this strategy to work

Insight 2: The end of the beginning
33  3:  Love your audience
Your target audience may be unlike you in every way. But if you understand those differences—and embrace them—you will be successful at connecting with the very people you are trying to reach.

33  Getting to know you
36  CEOs are different
39  What you need to know
39  Something about Mary
42  From knowledge to love
43  Show me the love!
46  ➡️ **Insight 3:** People who love Lawrence Welk

49  Section Three
 Techniques to Grab and Hold People’s Attention

51  4:  Create a high concept
Smart communicators in Hollywood, on Madison Avenue, and in our nation’s capital make their messages laser-focused to successfully capture people’s attention. We will show you how they do it . . . and how you can too.

55  How it works
55  High concept heads east
56  Framing inside the Beltway
58  Framing, 1, 2, 3
60  ➡️ **Insight 4:** Uncle Sam wants you

63  5:  Fill in the blanks
Abstract concepts don’t draw people in—but rich, specific description infuses communication with energy.

67  Thick description
70  Let’s get specific
74  Make specific details work for you
75  ➡️ **Insight 5:** Wretched excess
6: **Tell a story**
It’s the oldest way to get people’s attention, and still the most effective.

How to tell a story
7 (or more?) plots
Putting stories into practice
Elevating the mundane through stories

**Insight 6:** Hemingway c’est moi

7: **Provide easy navigation**
People don’t have time to search for information—they need an easy entry and the quickest route to find what they need.

The patron saint of navigation
Navigation and the geeks
7 essential navigational elements

**Insight 7:** You are here

8: **Make it visual**
Visuals are a universal language, and even simple visuals can dramatically enhance communication.

The importance of visuals
3 simple ways to use visuals

**Insight 8:** Back to school

9: **Stay short and sweet**
So much to say, so little time—yet it’s essential to cut communication to its essence and make it clear and conversational.

Readability is your friend
A primer on readability and reading levels
How communication rates
Is 7th grade too advanced?
Short. Simple. Sweet.
A. Keep it short
B. Make it simple
C. Be sweet
All about you—no, we mean the real you

Insight 9: The unvarnished truth about reading levels

10: Write a recipe
In a confusing, complicated world, it’s irresistibly appealing to create communication that actually helps people get stuff done.

Recipes, not rules
Move people in your direction
Hints from Heloise
3 ways to write recipes
1. Terrific tips
2. Clear instructions
3. Precise recipes
Lime in the coconut

Insight 10: Julie’s perfect apple pie

Section Four
Putting These Ideas into Practice

11: Learn by example
How to improve your own communications by analyzing what doesn’t work.

Sin 1: Making it all about “me”
Sin 2: Trying to cover too much
Sin 3: Using complicated, abstract concepts
Sin 4: Losing the human element
Sin 5: Creating a dense thicket of information
Sin 6: Going on too long
Sin 7: Lecturing and hectoring

Insight 11: The best 4 years of your life
12: Sell the new approach

By employing persuasive techniques, you can make your case to management, clients, and colleagues about why we all need to communicate differently.

Here’s how

1. Buy extra copies of this book and give them to people
2. Use best-practice examples to persuade
3. Provide evidence to make your case
4. Make a persuasive pitch

What not to do: When enthusiasm is a bad thing

Insight 12: “You can observe a lot by looking”